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Vol. 3. No. 1. 31 Octubre del 2001 a 4 Febrero del 2002. ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm In this essay I will explore the ideological aspects rather than the economic factors of the course of boundary creation. I will discuss the Mexican and Guatemalan elites´ changing concepts of boundaries and sovereignty, and the ways in which these transformations in ideas and perceptions affected the final boundary treaty between the two countries. This theoretical incursion into the Guatemalan-Mexican boundary formation process has been inspired by two innovative studies on border histories, the works of Peter Sahlins and Thongchai Winichakul, on national boundary definition processes in Europe and Asia, respectively. Basing on these seminal works I argue that during the approximately seven decades of dispute and negotiations, Guatemalan and Mexican political elites and intellectuals debated over boundaries in changing terms reflecting their changing conceptions of sovereignty. Initially, they disputed the ownership of a province, using the mental map of Spanish colonial organization composed of regional and local jurisdictions over subjects without clearly defined territories. They combined this mental map with liberal ideas of people's will and town citizens' sovereignty. However, the final boundary treaty was written in terms of modern geography and cartography concerned with the exactitude of the borderline as a limit of the nation, what reveals a transition from colonial type of space perceptions to modern concepts of territorial sovereignty. This modern geographical understanding led the political elites-seeking to define their nation's (geo)body-to pursue an exact definition of national territory based on continuous (frequently straight) lines instead of some loose boundary markers used earlier.
I have organized this essay in the following way: I will first briefly summarize some ideas on pre-modern and modern geographical thinking and discuss the contributions of Peter Sahlins and Thongchai Winichakul in order to introduce the conceptual framework of my reflections. Then, I will provide a short account of the historical process which turned Chiapas into a bone of contention between Mexico and Guatemala. And, finally, I
will examine the development of the boundary negotiations between the two countries.
Due to the character of my sources, I will focus on the elite and intellectual perspectives and discourses on the boundary dispute and the final agreement. The subaltern views of territories and boundaries remain for a future investigation. Geographically, my study
Vol. 3. No. 1. 31 Octubre del 2001 a 4 Febrero del 2002. ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm focuses on the border area on the Western Guatemala bordering with the present-day state of Chiapas.
Pre-Modern and Modern Geographical Thoughts and Map Consciousness
Historical geographers have stated that ancient cartography lacked modern map consciousness, and that "mapping as we know it began, long after the fall of Rome, as a response to the demands of the modern nation-state."
1 Gavin Sundwall has analyzed the way in which Roman Empire's geographer Ammianus Geographicus, instead of drawing a visual map, worked out a "verbal map" of the places he visited.
According to Sundwall, "the ancients saw their world very differently from the vision of modern geography. Their purposes in writing geography were different as well."
3 This assessment suggests that geographical conceptions follow not only the scientific or technical developments but also the political purposes of mapping spaces and territories.
The invention of instruments such as the quadrant and the pendulum clock enhanced the development of modern European geography from sixteenth and seventeenth centuries onward. 4 The nineteenth-century nationalists applied this knowledge to creating nations as particular and unique entities with exactly drawn contours. . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm cartography but a result of the dialectic relationship between political purposes and scientific developments.
5
According to Peter Sahlins, the ancient idea of boundaries did not carry a political connotation. A linear boundary as a separating line between two different political entities was something new in early nineteenth century Europe. The idea of a separating line was a result of differentiation that took place in the concpets of boundary and frontier in the late thirteenth-century. Frontier acquired its significance as a zone facing the enemy, or the unknown, while boundary meant a limit or a border. From the sixteenth century onward, Europeans started talking about the 'boundaries of the frontier'.
6 But in Europe, and especially in France, the Old Regime was still conceived not as a territorial sovereignty but as a jurisdiction over subjects.
Sahlins has argued that the French Revolution added a national content to the idea of territorial sovereignty, which led to a vigorous politicization of territory in the nineteenth . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm due to conquistadors' broad autonomy in America. Trying to mitigate the loss of control, the Crown established corregimientos, which converted the conquistador-encomendero into a royal official. Later the introduction of vice regal authority in 1535 was meant to fortify monarch's authority over local colonial authorities.
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The colonial spatial organization was based on the idea of controlling rather people than clearly defined territories.
In the late colonial period, the Bourbon reforms served to put Spain's colonial . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* 
Boundary Dispute and Agreement
The independence process and the postcolonial state organization and formation resulted in a proliferation of ardent political pamphlets. Mexican and Guatemalan elites were embroiled in a hard-fought polemics over national and international politics. The debate on the possession of Chiapas and Soconusco continued, but at the same time the discourses began focusing on the marking out of a clear limit between Mexico and Guatemala. Guatemalans were more reluctant to adopt the new terms of discussion than Mexicans, probably because the Guatemalan elites cultivated hope for Chiapas's rejoining Central America, or Guatemala. In April 1824, a Guatemalan official paper stressed on Chiapanecans' right and convenience to stay with Central America, and at the same time, provided heavy reasons why Chiapas should be part of Guatemala rather than of Mexico:
"Chiapa, dividida de la nueva españa por una montaña que parece puesta por la naturaleza para separarla de esta república, dista de México cerca de 300 leguás [sic] al mismo tiempo que solo 120 la separan de esta capital.
No es creible que una voluntad ilustrada, libre en su pronunciamiento, y sin influencias que la coarte,prefiera tener en lugar tan remoto el centro de su administracion suprema, y sugetarse á las dilaciones y gastos que son precisos quando los recursos deben interponeres a tamaña distancia. Los pueblos aman siempre tener en su seno mismo el
for International Peace, 1933), doc. 789, pp. 141-142 and doc. 827, pp. 212-216. Accroding to Aura Arriola, the incorporation of Soconusco to Mexico was motivated by the fear of alliance that could be formed between Central America and Yucatan. See, Aura Marina Arriola, Tapachula, "La perla del Soconusco", ciudad estratégica para la redefinición de las fronteras (Guatemala: FLACSO, 1995) , pp. 19-20. However, there is no serious study of the links and the possible negotiations between Yucatecan and Central American political elites in that time.
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Vol. 3. No. 1. 31 Octubre del 2001 a 4 Febrero del 2002. ******************************************************* ******************************************************* For Guatemalans the primary criteria of a province's political affiliation was, on the one hand, the distance from the center, and, on the other, people's will based on their understanding of their best. The idea was that enlightened people would clearly realize the benefits of the central government's near location. Chiapanecans' own criteria for choosing their membership, however, seemed to go in the opposite direction.
Guatemalans also combined factors such as nature and colonial regime-which, by the way, was perceived at the same time as something natural and representative of reasonin order to demonstrate that belonging to Guatemala . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Chiapas and Western Guatemala did not count for dividing elements; at least, they were not perceived. In these documents, we can find the idea of boundary as division, as natural obstacle that separates people. However, it is not the exact line between two territories, notion that dominated the treaty of 1882.
One of the problems experienced by Mexican and Guatemalan governments on their common borderlands was that, during postcolonial power struggles, the political dissidents usually sheltered themselves in the frontier villages out of the reach of their respective governments. This fact casts serious doubt of the real authority of either state over their borderlands. The old order of autonomous municipal jurisdictions was still in force during the first decades after independence from Spain. Before Soconusco´s occupation by Mexican troops, a delegate of Guatemalan President José Diego Lara wrote in 1840:
"A cada paso los criminales de este departamento se están yendo á refugiar á aquella provincia [Soconusco] . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* His mission was to achieve treaties on friendship, commerce, navigation, and limits with these countries. According to the instructions given to Bonilla, he was first to pass by . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* It was not always easy to find those natural and just points for drawing the line, but with the information acquired in Chiapas, Bonilla was supposed to prepare a proposal of a formal boundary treaty and present it to Guatemalan government. At this point, the terms of negotiations, the boundary conceptions of the two parts did not coincide. Guatemalans still wanted to debate the question of affiliation of Chiapas and Soconusco, while Mexicans were eager to establish a limit of their national territory-including these departments. Yet, it also seems not to have been clear to Mexicans themselves, what kind of boundaries or treaty they were pursuing. For the Chiapanecan and Soconuscan elites it was likewise difficult to imagine the issue in terms of drawing a straight line for boundary. Initially the Mexican government's instructions to Bonilla included the idea that the boundary line be established respecting local peoples' properties and spaces. This, however, was an uncertain idea that was strongly supported neither by Mexicans nor by Guatemalans.
The relationship between Guatemala and Mexico worsened in 1833, apparently due to the problems caused by the Guatemalan and Central American dissidents´ political activities in Soconusco and Chiapas. 42 The two countries began accusing each other of having plans to militarily occupy the disputed region. The episode of a Guatemalan visitor caught in Chiapas, for being -according to Mexican government-a spy, illustrates once more the survival of colonial territoriality and geographical thinking in the region. The alledged spy, Manuel José López, was told to have passed incógnito through the town of . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm was considered to be there clandestinely. His behavior was considered dishonest and mysterious, and it justified the accusations of spying. The idea behind seems to be that it is not the contact with the territory but with the people that defines were one is. One is not considered to have entered in a country or foreign territory before he/she has made contact with its inhabitants-or, as in this case, with its authorities.
Another episode illustrating the survival of the colonial space conceptions after independence is the visit of US writer John Stephens in Central America. When Mr.
Stephens traveled from Central America to Yucatan in the late 1830s, there was no defined borderline between Guatemala and Mexico, and no one checked passports on the border. During his trip through Western Guatemala toward Mexican border, always when arriving to a town, Stephens presented his "passport" to the alcalde that gave the authorization to continue the journey, and some logistic support. On the possibility of getting permission to enter Mexico, Stephens wrote: . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm
The crossing of the borderline by Stephens became a fairly subjective experience. When entering the border river to cross the frontier and realizing that the river was deeper than expected, he "wheeled back into Central America". Finally, after managing to cross the river, Stephens wrote, "we all landed safely in Mexico". 47 Stephens's account of 'crossing boundaries' reveals how strongly the mental maps can determine what a traveler "observes" and "experiences" on his/her voyage. Stephens traveled from country to country, crossing borderlines that existed in his imagination rather than on the road.
The first attempt to start negotiations on boundaries in the early 1830s had ended quickly, and the occupation of Soconusco by Mexico in 1842 spoiled even more the relations between two states. It is only in 1854 when Guatemala and Mexico made an effort to restart discussing their common borderlines. This time the purpose was to first define the limits and then continue with treaties on issues such as commerce and the extradition of criminals. 48 The Mexican representative Juan Nepomuceno de Pereda pointed out the urgency of having an exact knowledge of the frontier that separated the two nations. The ambiguity of the borderlines was considered prejudicial because of contraband commerce and other "intereses nocivos". 49 The negotiations were, however, soon truncated by . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm In other words, the two parts decided finally to behave themselves in a civilized way by establishing their common borders in terms of modern cartography. The borderline was conceived ideally as something perfect that should be determined and asserted on the earth's surface as well as on the map. So, at the moments of disagreement, the negotiating parts could reject an unsatisfying line by calling it "imperfect."
52
In order to avoid imperfections and ambiguities, the Mexican and Guatemalan governments decided to create a 'scientific' commission to define the boundary on paper and physically on the land. In December 1877, a preliminary agreement was signed about the establishment of a mixed commission, "á efecto . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm that the inhabitants of Guatemalan frontier were only defending themselves against the attacks of Mexican federal forces in Soconusco. 56 What, then, were the guidelines for drawing the final borderline? Basically, there were two criteria in the agreement of 1882: in some places 'natural' frontiers such as rivers and mountains were used, and, where nature was not so collaborative, the line was drawn in a "scientific" way following cartographic coordinates of latitude and longitude. The demand of a scientific boundary definition and demarcation derived from the idea that a civilized nation needed to recognize and delimit its territory following the techniques of the modern cartography.
Although initially it was assumed the drawing of lines was to respect people and properties on the borderlands, the final treaty did not include this clause. . ******************************************************* ******************************************************* Dirección web: http://historia.fcs.ucr.ac.cr/dialogos.htm
CONCLUSION
As in Cerdanya and Siam, in Guatemala and Mexico, the national boundaries emerged from lasting debates, disputes, and negotiations, during which the terms of dispute-the conceptions of boundary and sovereignty-changed. The notion of frontier zone gave way to the idea of boundary as a line separating two nations. The substitution of the idea of jurisdictional sovereignty by territorial one accompanied the adoption of linear boundary concept. An independent nation needed to define its contours-or, its geobody, as Thongchai Winichakul puts it-in order to become a mature entity and full member of the society of civilized and feasible nations. As it can be observed in the cases discussed above, during the boundary process, the parties´ perceptions of what they were negotiating did not always coincide. When Guatemalans still thought it possible to regain the province of Chiapas, they thought in terms of the old colonial jurisdictions. When desiring to consolidate their sovereignty over their southeastern borderlands, Mexicans began talking about boundaries in terms of limits that could be represented by exact lines on maps. Finally, when the question of Chiapas's possession was not at stake any more, both states had adopted the idea of boundary as an exact and continuous line marking nation´s territorial sovereignty. Both nations needed to define their contours so that their governments could begin trying to acquire a real control over their respective borderlands. Finally, both countries ended up sharing the terms of discussion, making possible the signing of a boundary treaty between the two nations.
